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A B S T R A C T

ALEGRA is a multiphysics finite-element shock hydrodynamics code, under development at Sandia National
Laboratories since 1990. Fully coupled multiphysics capabilities include transient magnetics, magnetohydro-
dynamics, electromechanics, and radiation transport. ALEGRA is used to study hypervelocity impact, pulsed
power devices, and radiation effects. The breadth of physics represented in ALEGRA is outlined here, along
with simulated results for a selected hypervelocity impact experiment.
1. Introduction

The ALEGRA code emerged from the experimental, theoretical,
and computational shock wave research program that has been un-
derway at Sandia National Laboratories since the 1950s [1]. That
program cultivated the development of several technologies for model-
ing various aspects of shock hydrodynamics and solid mechanics on
high-performance computing hardware. One of these technologies is
the ALEGRA code, developed at Sandia since 1990 [2,3].

ALEGRA is designed to meet the need that had arisen among
researchers and engineers for predictive modeling of shock wave phe-
nomena, such as impact and blast, simultaneously with other phys-
ical mechanisms that drive or participate in the system behavior.
These mechanisms include electrical circuits, electromagnetic fields and
forces, resistive heating, piezo- and ferroelectric effects, thermal con-
duction, and radiative heat transfer. Those needs prompted the initial
development of ALEGRA, which was strongly influenced by mature
efforts in related areas [4–6]. These multiphysics needs continue to
drive the development of the code.
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The capabilities and reliability of ALEGRA have been discussed
previously in Refs. [2,3]. In this paper, these capabilities are reviewed
as they currently exist in the code, having advanced substantially over
recent years.

The algorithms and features included in ALEGRA at present, as well
as its limitations, are described below in Sections 2 and 4, and its
modeling capabilities are demonstrated in Sections 3 and 5 by studying
a laboratory example of hypervelocity impact. Some advanced features
of ALEGRA are briefly outlined in Section 6.

2. Shock hydrodynamics capabilities

ALEGRA’s core is an explicit solid dynamics algorithm based on
arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian (ALE) technology, a concept originated
by Hirt, Amsden, and Cook (1974) [7]. The implementation is intended
to allow predictive modeling of large-deformation solid dynamics in
two and three spatial dimensions, with an arbitrary number of materials
that may co-exist within mixed-material elements. The primary compo-
nents of this core are the solid dynamics algorithms that integrate the
equations of motion and the material models that supply the closure
properties in those equations.
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2.1. Solid dynamics

ALEGRA (ALE General Research Application) uses a finite element
discretization derived from the work of Taylor and Flanagan [4].
Four-node quadrilaterals are used in two dimensions (2D), and 8-
node hexahedra in three dimensions (3D), with kinematic quantities
(displacement, velocity, acceleration) centered on nodes and dynamic
and thermodynamic quantities (stress, temperature, density) located
on element centers. Nodal quantities are supported by linear shape
functions, and element quantities are assumed to be uniform across the
element. A uniform strain formulation with hourglass control is used to
suppress zero-energy deformation modes while avoiding locking [8].
The Lagrangian equations of motion are solved using explicit time
integration schemes. Detailed information on the accuracy, stability,
and conservation properties of the midpoint predictor–corrector algo-
rithm can be found in Refs. [9,10]. A legacy central difference method
described in [11] is also available.

With this finite element kernel at its core, ALEGRA computes solu-
tions to problems in solid dynamics by a three-step process on each time
step: (1) compute Lagrangian motion using the linear finite element
discretization and stresses from the previous time step, (2) evaluate
material models to obtain stresses at the new time step, and (3) op-
tionally, remap the solution fields to a a stationary Eulerian mesh or to
a smoothed mesh. In most current ALEGRA use cases, all three steps are
used, but in some scenarios, ALEGRA can be used in Lagrangian mode,
with contact algorithms to control the interaction between materials
in the computational mesh. To accommodate the Lagrangian and ALE
capabilities, ALEGRA uses an unstructured mesh representation. This
allows body-fitted meshing when necessary, and also allows ALEGRA
to support specialized non-orthogonal element shapes even for Eulerian
models.

Since the propagation of shock waves on the discrete mesh is
essential to modeling high-deformation solid dynamics, ALEGRA in-
corporates artificial viscosity methods to ensure that shocks can be
captured without spurious oscillations. In ALEGRA’s implementation,
this is done by adding a viscous term to the stress during the Lagrangian
step. This regularizes the equations which are otherwise inviscid, since
surface tension and friction are omitted from the formulation. The
artificial viscosity methods and their properties are described in detail
in Refs. [3,12].

The most computationally expensive portion of the solid dynamics
core of ALEGRA is the remap algorithm used for Eulerian and ALE
simulations. The algorithm uses an operator-split ‘‘swept’’ scheme that
can accommodate unstructured meshes. It handles staggered mesh
variables (element versus node centering) using the half-interval shift
method [13]. The remap algorithms in ALEGRA use upwinding, mono-
tonic limiters, and higher-order reconstructions to ensure accuracy and
stability of the Eulerian solution. The reconstruction is third-order-
accurate in space in pure-material regions, but an adaptive scheme
is used to adjust the reconstruction stencil for remapping based on
the presence of mixed-material elements in the vicinity. This has been
shown to improve the robustness of high-deformation solid dynamics
simulations [14].

To accommodate multimaterial shock environments, mechanisms
are in place to handle mixed-material elements, including both mate-
rial interface reconstruction and multimaterial closure. ALEGRA does
not allow diffusive molecular mixing or mixing layers. Materials are
effectively considered to be immiscible, with a well-defined interface.
Volume-of-fluid interface reconstruction methods are used to locate
it on each timestep so that distinct materials will be remapped to
neighboring elements in a less diffusive manner [15]. In elements that
contain one or more material interfaces, a multimaterial closure must
be used to compute mixture properties based on the thermodynamic
state of each of the individual materials. The stresses used in the finite
2

element kernel are the homogenized stresses. Advanced techniques
have been developed and implemented in ALEGRA to accomplish this
homogenization with maximum accuracy and stability [14].

All of the algorithms in ALEGRA are enabled for parallel scalability
using the Message Passing Interface (MPI) standard. This allows ALE-
GRA to be used extensively on traditional multicore supercomputer
architectures, where solid dynamics simulations have demonstrated
parallel scalability up to tens of thousands of cores [16]. Solid dynamics
simulations with as many as 4 billion unknowns have been completed
successfully.

2.2. Material models

After each Lagrangian step, and before remeshing/remapping, ALE-
GRA must update material states in order to obtain the stress tensor
that will be used in the subsequent step. To support this, ALEGRA
incorporates a broad range of material models simulating many differ-
ent physics applications. The equation of state models include tabular
equations of state such as SESAME [17] and LEOS [18], and analytical
equations of state including Mie-Grüneisen, Vinet, and Jones–Wilkins–
Lee (JWL). Tabular and parameterized analytic equation of state models
for over 400 materials are available for use in ALEGRA, most of
them encompassing solid, liquid, gas, and ionized plasma states. Also
included are programmed burn and reactive burn models for explo-
sives and reacting materials, as well as models for phase changes and
non-equilibrium chemistry [19].

Hypo- and hyper-elastic constitutive models for various types of
solids are included, covering metals, polymers, and brittle materials.
Well-known metal strength models in ALEGRA include Johnson–Cook
[20,21], Steinberg–Guinan–Lund [22], and others. Constitutive models
for ceramic materials include the Kayenta model [23] and Johnson–
Holmquist–Beissel [24], and stochastic microscale inhomogeneities in-
herent to these materials are represented using statistical variability
incorporated natively into the initial conditions [25]. Most plastic-
ity models are implemented in ALEGRA using an infinitesimal-strain
approximation and a subset are available with finite-strain approx-
imations [26]. ALEGRA also includes an interface for user-defined
constitutive models, based on the ‘‘UMAT’’ and ‘‘VUMAT’’ conventions
[27], which are compiled at run time.

For multiphysics simulations, ALEGRA carries tabular and analytical
models for electrical conductivity, thermal conductivity, magnetization,
ionization, and opacity. The majority of these models have been vetted
against experimental data obtained from platforms such as gas guns or
Sandia’s Z machine, as well as calculations based on density functional
theory or molecular dynamics. Examples can be found in Refs. [28–30].

2.3. Limitations

There are several important limitations of ALEGRA’s solid dynamics
capabilities. First, although ALEGRA has advanced ALE capabilities,
they are not generally used in terminal ballistics or pulsed power
modeling. The ALE technology in ALEGRA has proven very useful
in certain situations [31,32]. However, most of the applications of
ALEGRA appearing in the literature for various classes of problems
[33–35] have used purely Eulerian meshes, including those shown here
in Sections 3 and 5. This is because remesh and mesh smoothing is
problematic for conformal representation of the opening and closure of
gaps between materials in terminal ballistics, and there are ambiguities
associated with selecting smoothing techniques and target element
shapes for scenarios with high strain rates and strong shear.

Second, ALEGRA simulations are costly to execute. This is due to
the stability limitation on the explicit time step, as well as the infras-
tructure required to support unstructured meshes, remesh/remap, and
multiphysics couplings. Robustness issues can compound the cost and
difficulty of these simulations, as faulty conditions including negative
element volume and imaginary sound speeds can arise in the course of
solid dynamics simulations.
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Fig. 1. Radiographic projection of material density from ALEGRA results for the aluminum-sphere impact experiments of Piekutowski [36] at 6.68 km/s.
Third, certain physical phenomena and capabilities are not in-
cluded. There is no possibility of modeling structural mechanics im-
plicitly, which means that structural dynamics, vibration, and fluid–
structure interactions cannot easily be captured. Also excluded are
any notion of physical fluid viscosity, surface tension, and diffusive or
molecular mixing. The restriction to 4-node quadrilateral and 8-node
hexahedral elements also imposes practical limitations when meshes
conformal to material interfaces may be desirable.

Finally, the capabilities are limited by the physical fidelity and con-
sistency of the constitutive relationships and material data that supply
closures for the equations being integrated. The predictive realism of
simulations in ALEGRA across a wide range of thermodynamic states
relies on the accuracy of the empirical and theoretical material science
providing relevant non-linear material properties [1].

3. Hypervelocity impact example

With these capabilities and limitations in mind, here we evaluate
the ALEGRA code for modeling hypervelocity impact, using one of the
gas gun tests published by Piekutowski in 1993 [36]. Those tests char-
acterized the debris cloud emerging behind an aluminum plate due to
normal impact of an aluminum sphere at speeds between 3 and 8 km/s,
for purposes of studying damage due to meteoroid impact in spacecraft.
Piekutowski’s study included many well-resolved x-radiograph images
of the impact event, along with tabulated spatial measurements of the
evolving debris cloud. Both of these lend themselves well to validation
of codes like ALEGRA, particularly for the well-known aluminum alloys
used in the laboratory shots.

For brevity, only one of those tests is simulated here using ALEGRA:
the case with a sphere diameter of 9.53 mm, an impact velocity of 6.68
km/s, and a plate thickness of 4.039 mm. This test is referred to as shot
4–1353. Radiographs at 𝑡 = 8.4 and 22.6 μs after impact appear in the
final panel of Figure 3 in Ref. [36]. Image times and other details of
the experiments are found in Ref. [37].

Shot 4–1353 is modeled here in ALEGRA on a uniform 3D Eulerian
mesh with 380 million elements and a resolution of 0.15 mm (27
elements across the plate thickness). Material models for the aluminum
alloys used in the test include the Mie-Grüneisen equation of state
model and the Steinberg–Guinan–Lund yield model, with appropriate
tensile stress limits (damage) and a probabilistic perturbation of the
initial yield stress using a Weibull distribution (11% variance) sampled
randomly for each material. The simulation runs for 7 h on 3840 pro-
3

cessors (2.9 GHz Intel Cascade Lake), with a timestep of approximately
4 ns, producing the results shown in Fig. 1. Here, volume rendered-
images are generated using radiographic projection in ParaView [38],
with the material density as the opacity variable.

The simulation results shown in Fig. 1(d,e) can be compared to
experimental images in Figure 3 of Ref. [36]. The simulations demon-
strate the same phenomenology described by Piekutowski, including
the trumpet-shaped ejecta veil recoiling from the impact side of the
plate, and the bulbous debris bubble emerging from the rear of the
plate. As observed by Piekutowski for this thickest plate from his test
set, all that remains of the projectile is a cloud of very fine, presumedly
liquid droplets near the head of the bubble.

These features can be seen side-by-side in Fig. 2, where the sim-
ulation results at 𝑡 = 8.4, 22.6 μs are shown again, alongside the
corresponding experimental radiograph for shot 4–1353. The radio-
graph is reproduced from Figure 3 in Ref. [36], with permission from
the publisher. Spatial measurements of the debris cloud length for shot
4–1353 can be found in Table 3 of Piekutowski’s technical report in Ref.
[37]. In that report, the axial length of the debris bubble at 𝑡 = 22.6 μs
is listed as 4.36 ± 0.01 in = 11.07 ± 0.03 cm. The ALEGRA simulation
finds a debris bubble length of 4.425 ± 0.006 in = 11.24 ± 0.02 cm. This
exceeds the measured value by only 1.5%.

Since no spatial scale appears with the experimental radiographs in
Refs. [36] or [37], a scale based on the debris bubble length itself is
applied instead. Using the above values of the debris bubble length at
𝑡 = 22.6 μs, the experimental and numerical images at 𝑡 = 8.4, 22.6 μs
are each scaled spatially to reproduce the 1.5% difference. These scaled
images are juxtaposed in Fig. 2.

It should be noted that the radiographic projection used here in Par-
aView relies on attenuation along collimated sampling paths, while the
experimental radiographs used a series of non-collimated sources. (See
Figure 3 in Ref. [37].) Although the measured values were corrected
for parallax, the radiographs were not. Therefore, there is parallax in
the radiographs that is not captured in the numerical results, which
we believe accounts for visible differences in the apparent thickness of
the plate. It should also be noted that certain details of the simulation
results are known to be influenced by mesh resolution, statistical
perturbation of the initial condition, and numerical artifacts. These
including the banded structure of the debris bubble, the fine structure
of the ejecta veil, and the size of individual fragments.

The experimental procedure for shot 4–1353 did not produce any
measured transverse dimensions of the debris bubble, or a measured
bubble length for 𝑡 = 8.4 μs. Nevertheless, the direct comparison pro-

vided in Fig. 2 demonstrates qualitatively that the transverse and axial
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Fig. 2. Comparison of computational (top) and experimental (bottom) radiographs for the aluminum-sphere impact experiments of Piekutowski [36] at 6.68 km/s. Experimental
radiograph is reprinted with permission.
dimensions of the laboratory debris bubble are captured by ALEGRA,
both at the earlier and later X-ray flash times. Reference lines have been
added to the images to aid in comparison.

In Ref. [36], Piekutowski used the analysis of Anderson (1990) [39]
to infer that the projectile material may be liquefied during impact at
this velocity. The ALEGRA simulation confirms this, finding that most
of the projectile material has exceeded the melt temperature used in the
yield model. The simulation provides a reliable model for macroscopic
features of the system, consistent with previous validation studies for
ALEGRA in hypervelocity impact and terminal ballistics [2,40–42].

4. Multiphysics capabilities

Although solid dynamics modeling forms the foundation for ALE-
GRA, much additional value is obtained by adding multiphysics capa-
bilities. The capabilities include several forms of magnetohydrodynam-
ics (MHD), electromechanics, diffusive thermal transport, and radiation
transport using a diffusion equation approximation as well as implicit
Monte Carlo (IMC) and deterministic methods. A steady state electric
potential solve is required for electromechanical modeling as well as
the MHD variants.

These multiphysics capabilities are generally included through first-
order-in-time operator splitting algorithms so that the various force
contributions and diffusive effects are tightly coupled while running
at the stability limit associated with the hydrodynamic time step. The
diffusion transport operators are implemented implicitly in order to
avoid stability concerns arising from the potential for stiff diffusive
operators.
4

4.1. Solvers

ALEGRA requires scalable multi-level solvers that aim to solve linear
systems in approximately 𝑂(𝑁) operations for 𝑁 degrees of freedom.
To achieve scalable performance for elliptic problems and stiff diffusive
operators, multilevel algebraic multigrid solvers are utilized. ALEGRA’s
implicit multi-level solvers traditionally use the Trilinos open source
library software [43]. Recently, however, due to the importance of
discovering and utilizing the best scalable solver technologies, the
Hypre software library [44] has also been made available as an option
for use in magnetohydrodynamic modeling.

Current ALEGRA users may now require problem sizes greater
than 2 billion unknowns. It is thus necessary to upgrade the internal
meshing infrastructure and the next generation of solvers that allow
for integer identifiers with more than 32 bits using C++ templating.
Transitioning from the Trilinos Epetra to the newer Tpetra interface is
in progress to support very large scale computations. ALEGRA utilizes a
number of external software libraries and Trilinos and Hypre are prime
examples. Managing and upgrading these packages directly from the
corresponding source is now accomplished using the Spack package
manager [45].

4.2. Magnetohydrodynamics

There are two major production-level MHD modeling capabilities
in ALEGRA. The most common model is ‘‘resistive MHD.’’ This model
keeps Faraday’s law but neglects displacement currents in Ampère’s
Law. When these two equations are combined with Ohm’s law which
relates the current density in Ampère’s Law to the co-moving electric
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field, one obtains a parabolic magnetic diffusion or transport equation.
The Maxwell divergence-free law for the magnetic flux density is
enforced discretely as an involution just as in the continuous Maxwell
equations [3].

To ensure a proper discrete diffusion operator and ease of applica-
tion of boundary condition in 3D, the electric field is represented using
edge elements and the flux density using face elements. The electric
field can be represented as a sum of a steady state potential equation
and a diffusive response equation which allows for the application of
potential boundary conditions. Electric and magnetic field-based tan-
gential boundary conditions are also supported. The magnetic diffusion
equation requires a specialized H(curl) solver to deal with the large
null space of the discrete curl–curl stiffness matrix. For magnetic flux
density in the plane the 2D algorithm is a nodal representation and
is essentially a projection of the 3D algorithm to 2D. For historical
reasons, a scalar magnetic field out of the plane is represented with a
nodal discretization and thus this implementation is distinctly different
[46].

The resistive MHD algorithm contains an ideal MHD step with
an explicit time step based on the fastest ideal magnetosonic wave
speed, a constrained transport remap that ensures that the discrete zero
divergence of the flux density is maintained, followed by an operator
split magnetic diffusion that provides the Joule heating [47]. Since the
fast magnetosonic wave speed is unbounded as the density goes to zero
a force limiter option may be necessary for problems that generate low
density material [48].

A second but much simpler model is the so-called low-magnetic-
Reynolds-number or ‘‘low-𝑅𝑚’’ case which assumes that magnetic diffu-
ion is so fast relative to other time scales of interest that the J×B forces

can be neglected relative to the effects of the Joule energy deposition
[49]. For shock physics time scales, this simplification becomes sensible
primarily for physically very small systems with an associated large
Ohmic energy deposition. The low-𝑅𝑚 approximation results in an
lliptic form of the equation governing magnetic transport, eliminating
he need for a specialized H(curl) solver. As a result, the low-𝑅𝑚

MHD capability provides a substantial reduction in computational cost
compared to resistive MHD. Both of these MHD capabilities can be
coupled to external lumped element circuit models to properly account
for coupled energy entering and/or leaving the simulated domain
depending on the simulation dynamics.

Current research focuses on removing inconsistencies found in the
resistive MHD model near low-density regions. These include questions
of how to retain displacement currents in the model [50], and how
to effectively include Hall terms in an Extended MHD model that
involves a current density equation with a stiff source term associated
with the plasma frequency, while still running at useful engineering
hydrodynamic times scales.

4.3. Electromechanics

ALEGRA also combines the shock physics infrastructure with the
quasi-static electric (QSE) field approximation of Maxwell’s equations
[51] and is complementary to the magneto-quasi-static (MQS) approx-
imation used in MHD. The QSE approximation is valid for time scales
of interest that are much longer than the speed of light transit time
scales. All dielectrics are considered perfectly nonconducting, and all
conductors assumed to be perfectly conducting and are modeled as
constant potential bodies or surfaces. The free charge density in di-
electrics is assumed to be zero. An operator split solution methodology
[52] is employed to solve the coupled electromechanical equations.
The Sundials differential algebraic equation (DAE) package [53] allows
coupling of ALEGRA with a user-defined circuit.

Several electromechanical material models are available that de-
scribe dielectric, piezoelectric, and ferroelectric (FE) materials. The
‘‘linear dielectric fluid’’ model implements a simple linear relationship
5

between electric displacement and electric field and is used with a
mechanical EOS to compute the stress, adding electric-field-dependent
terms. The ‘‘piezoelectricity’’ model is a general implementation of the
linear piezoelectric equations of state [54]. The constitutive equations
are expressed in the stress-charge form and no material symmetry
assumptions are made. In the ‘‘nonlinear piezoelectricity’’ model, the
electromechanical coefficient tensors may be specified as functions of
the stress and electric field components.

The ‘‘fe afe ceramic’’ model provides the electromechanical response
of an FE material that, under sufficient mechanical load, transforms to
an antiferroelectric (AFE) phase and undergoes both a large change
in polarization and a significant inelastic strain as a result. Current
development focuses on improvements to ferroelectric models. This
includes improvements to the ‘‘fe afe ceramic’’ model to account for
effects of transformation under anisotropic stress as well as a general
model for ferroelectrics, based on a micromechanical approach with
energy-based switching criteria that captures both domain reorienta-
tion and phase transformation phenomena. The general ferroelectric
model is accompanied by a corresponding surrogate model tailored for
simulating domain reorientation and FE to AFE phase transformation.

4.4. High-energy-density physics

The ‘‘high-energy density physics’’ (HEDP) capabilities in ALEGRA
include all of the MHD capabilities mentioned in Section 4.2, along
with radiative heat transport and opacity models for absorption and
scattering of radiation. The HEDP capabilities are useful for modeling
systems that involve plasmas or plasma generation and/or gain or lose
a significant fraction of energy via radiation. For example, these may
include systems for laser- or X-ray-driven ablation, pulsed power, or
spark discharges.

There are three radiation transport capabilities in ALEGRA. For
cases with isotropic radiation geometry and optically thick media
(small photon mean free path), multigroup diffusion is available. This
solves a diffusion approximation to the Boltzmann equation for a series
of photon energy groups, using iterative Trilinos solvers and energy-
dependent opacity models. For cases where the radiation geometry is
anisotropic (e.g., for beams and collimated sources) and/or the medium
may be optically thick or thin, a fully-integrated IMC capability is
available, based on the Kull IMC package [55], and a deterministic
capability is available via coupling with the SCEPTRE package [56].
All three radiation transport options can be used with the solid/hydro-
dynamics capabilities in ALEGRA to model radiation-hydrodynamics,
and the multigroup diffusion model can be used for radiation MHD,
including thermal conduction as well. The HEDP features in ALEGRA
been used successfully for scientific applications found in Refs. [3,57,
58].

4.5. Multiphysics limitations

The multiphysics capabilities in ALEGRA are also subject to several
significant limitations. Most importantly, nearly all of them rely on at
least one iterative solver that must satisfy a convergence criterion on
every cycle of the calculation. Particularly for the case of 3D resistive
MHD, as mentioned in Section 4.2, the magnetic diffusion equation be-
ing solved has a large near null space that requires advanced multilevel
preconditioners. Even with the advanced Trilinos and Hypre solvers
implemented in ALEGRA, analysts are sometimes forced either to use a
relatively loose convergence criterion, or accept very large solve times,
resulting in a costly simulation with a long turnaround time. Options
are available in ALEGRA for overcoming some of the consequences
of this difficulty, and research has helped to establish optimal solver
configurations [59].

The scope of physics included in ALEGRA’s multiphysics modules is
also limited. Although MHD and electromechanics are supported, many
important aspects of electromagnetism are excluded, such as dielectric
breakdown and multi-fluid or kinetic aspects of plasmas. However, the
operator-splitting algorithms implemented in ALEGRA do admit the

possibility of adding other physics modules.
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Fig. 3. Slice view of the magnetic induction magnitude during impact at 6.68 km/s in an initially uniform axial magnetic field of 1 T. Glyphs are overlaid indicating the local
orientation of the magnetic induction.
5. Magnetized hypervelocity impact examples

To evaluate one portion of the multiphysics capabilities of ALEGRA,
two contrived examples are considered here. Both involve the resistive
MHD capability, with electromagnetic fields involved in hypervelocity
impact.

In the first scenario, the setup of experimental shot 4–1353 of
Piekutowski [36] is notionally extended to include a preexisting uni-
form 1-Tesla magnetic field. The magnetic field is aligned with the
projectile flight path in the 𝑧-direction, and it permeates the entire
domain at time zero, including the interior of the projectile sphere.
Lee–More–Desjarlais electrical conductivity models [28] are assigned to
the materials, and the Trilinos multi-level transient magnetic diffusion
solver is enabled. The simulation uses constrained transport remap on
a uniform Eulerian mesh with a resolution of 0.3 mm (13 elements
across the plate thickness). Imposing quarter symmetry reduces the
mesh to 12 million elements. The mesh is twice as coarse as that used
for the original hypervelocity impact simulation in Section 3, due to
the additional computational cost associated with resistive MHD. The
simulation runs to 10 μs in 10 h on 288 processors (2.1 GHz Intel
Broadwell), with a timestep generally remaining near 8 ns.

In this scenario, since all motion is along the 𝑧-direction prior to
impact, the magnetic field does not change and there is no electric
current until impact. At impact, transverse velocities appear in the
projectile and target. Since these materials are electrical conductors,
this generates eddy currents and distorts the magnetic field, deflecting
it and sweeping it radially out of the impact zone.

The ALEGRA model captures this behavior, as seen in the simulation
results in Fig. 3, which show a slice view of the 3D domain during the
6

impact event at 𝑦 = 0. Black contours of the material volume fraction
demonstrate the progress of the debris bubble formation, similar to that
seen in Section 3. A blue-to-red color mapping indicates the magnitude
of the magnetic flux density vector field (also known as magnetic induc-
tion or 𝐵 field), while gray glyphs indicate the orientation of the field.
For spatial reference, the distance between large tick marks in these
plots is 1 cm. The field magnitude increases visibly immediately outside
of the impact zone and debris bubble, while a region of suppressed or
near-zero magnetic field develops in the impact zone and the debris
bubble interior, where the motion of the conducting material has swept
away the magnetic field. The motion of the conducting metal fragments
also visibly deflects the field in the vicinity of the debris bubble, The
suppression of the 𝐵 field in the bubble interior persists until the debris
bubble breaks up later in time.

In the second scenario, shot 4–1353 of Piekutowski [36] is extended
differently, in this case by making the projectile sphere a permanent
magnet. The sphere is magnetized in the +𝑧-direction, but no external
magnetic field is imposed in this scenario. Additionally, four conducting
coils and an associated electric circuit are added to the setup such
that the passage of the sphere and debris cloud can be detected via
electromagnetic induction. Inductive coils have been used success-
fully in this way for experiments in impact physics in many previous
studies [60–62]. Numerical simulations of electromagnetic induction
during impact have also been demonstrated successfully, but in English-
language journals they are generally limited to scenarios without any
large deformations [60,61,63].

In the ALEGRA simulations for this scenario, notional single-turn
copper coils are present in the Eulerian impact model and connected
to ALEGRA’s lumped element circuit model via internal boundary
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Fig. 4. Magnetic field lines associated with impact of a neodymium-alloy sphere magnet at 6.68 km/s, encircled by four induction coils.
Fig. 5. Voltage pulses generated on inductive coils during the simulated impact shown
in Fig. 4.

conditions, each in series with a 1-Ω resistor. This allows the elec-
tromotive force (emf) generated in the coils to be captured. The coils
are numbered 1 through 4, in the order in which the projectile and
debris bubble will pass through them and generate a voltage signal.
The coils have a diameter of 40 mm, and they are inserted both
upstream and downstream from the target plate. To minimize the
computational cost and allow for a finer mesh, these simulations are
conducted using 2D axisymmetry. The mesh is a uniform Eulerian grid
in the 𝑟 − 𝑧 plane with a resolution of 50 μm and 1.5 million elements.
The magnetic field is assumed to lie everywhere within the plane, and
the electric field and currents are everywhere normal to the plane in
the circumferential direction, but Joule heating is omitted. The sphere
has approximately the magnetization and mechanical properties of an
N42-grade neodymium-alloy magnet. Its magnetization is assumed to
be permanent, even though in reality it would vanish due to the shock
environment during impact.

The magnetic field of the sphere and its interaction with these
coils during approach and impact on the aluminum plate at 6.68 km/s
are shown in Fig. 4. Magnetic field lines are shown overlaid on a
grayscale plot of the material density, colored by the magnitude of
the magnetic induction vector, 𝐵, in Tesla. The conducting target plate
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initially confines most the magnetic field to the upstream region, until
the impact event ruptures the plate, allowing the field to emerge at the
rear.

As the magnetic field passes through the coils, it induces an emf
on the order of a few volts, and a current on the order of a few
Amperes flows normal to the plane (circumferentially) and through
the connected resistor to counteract the change in enclosed magnetic
flux. Fig. 5 shows the voltage signals in the four coils as captured by
ALEGRA’s circuit model. Each of the pulses forms a bipolar waveform
similar to the signals seen in sensor coils in Refs. [60–62], The signal
on the coil has positive voltage during the approach of the sphere,
switching to negative voltage when the sphere exits each coil. The
presence of the plate and the compression and fragmentation of the
magnetic material by the impact event both disrupt the signal, but
the simulation successfully captures the coupling of electromagnetic
induction with impact physics.

These example scenarios demonstrate the utility of the ALEGRA
resistive MHD capability in both 2D and 3D for capturing eddy currents,
electromagnetic induction, and magnetic diffusion in fully coupled
fashion with high-deformation solid dynamics. Previous work has sim-
ilarly demonstrated the other multiphysics capabilities in ALEGRA, for
electromechanical effects [64] and radiation hydrodynamics [34,58].

6. Advanced capabilities

Several advanced features of ALEGRA provide further utility and
versatility. First, an implementation of the eXtended Finite Element
Method (XFEM) [65] has been devised for and incorporated into ALE-
GRA as a means of handling material interfaces in Eulerian solid
dynamics as internal element discontinuities while retaining the con-
vergence properties of the base finite element discretization [66,67].
The method provides multiple kinematic fields per multi-material el-
ement, and defines surfaces across which the materials can interact
via contact, allowing sliding and gap opening and closure to occur
within an Eulerian framework. The capability is fully enabled for 2D
solid dynamics, and for 3D, work is underway to replace the traditional
‘‘swept’’ remap algorithm with an intersection-based scheme.

Second, ALEGRA also provides the ability to generate paramet-
ric, optimization, and uncertainty quantification studies in automated
fashion from within ALEGRA input using the DAKOTA package [68].
Parameterized inputs are passed directly from DAKOTA to ALEGRA,
and response function information is passed directly back to DAKOTA.
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Entire sets of ALEGRA simulations can be run within a DAKOTA frame-
work, in a single instance of ALEGRA. Tools for introducing aleatory
uncertainty into an ALEGRA model are also available, for example
by applying mathematically defined statistical distributions to material
model parameters across the domain.

Third, the ability to couple multiple instances of ALEGRA, or one
instance of ALEGRA with an instance of some other software, is sup-
ported by the code. Currently, ALEGRA MHD and electromechanical
simulations can be coupled to one another via a common circuit
model, and ALEGRA can be coupled to radiation-transport software for
purposes of radiation-hydrodynamics modeling. This is accomplished
using the MPI multiple-program-multiple-data (MPMD) launch mode.

Lastly, ALEGRA’s shock-multiphysics capabilities are being enabled
for ‘‘next-generation’’ accelerator-based architectures such as GPUs.
Currently, the focus of this work is on Cartesian-grid Eulerian multi-
material hydrodynamics and low-magnetic-Reynolds-number MHD.
Some modernizations are being applied as this is done, including the
move to an unsplit intersection-based remap scheme and the use of
second-order predictor–corrector time integration by default. Achieving
any reduction in time-to-solution for simulations using the current
ALEGRA code on traditional architectures will be difficult, given the
size of the code base and the extent of optimization that has already
been done. This transition to support for ‘‘next-generation’’ hardware
will provide a critical alternative route for future engineers to achieve
the modeling throughput that they will need.

7. Conclusions

The ALEGRA software includes a very broad array of mature numer-
ical modeling capabilities for high-deformation solid dynamics coupled
to electromagnetics and radiation. It has demonstrated reliability in
physics-based modeling of impact physics and terminal ballistics, and
its usefulness in multiphysics modeling of pulsed-power and radiation
energy deposition systems is also well established. Validation studies
like those shown here and listed in the References have strength-
ened this foundation. Looking to the future, it is anticipated that
development efforts will continue to deepen the physical fidelity of
ALEGRA simulations, and expand the scope of computing architectures
where ALEGRA and its capabilities can be used with the desired mod-
eling throughput. This will provide future researchers with tools to
advance the understanding of multiphysics-coupled high-deformation
solid dynamics systems.
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